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The RCMP
Alberta's Provincial
Police Service

About THE NPF
The National Police Federation (NPF) is the sole
certified bargaining agent representing close to 20,000
Members of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
across Canada and internationally, including about
3,500 Members in Alberta. Certified in 2019, the NPF
is the largest police labour relations organization in
Canada. The NPF’s mission is to provide strong, fair, and
progressive representation to promote and enhance the
rights of RCMP Members.
Following a recommendation in the Fair Deal Panel (FDP) Report, the Government of
Alberta (GoA) is considering transitioning away from the RCMP to an Alberta Provincial
police service (APPS). This decision would incur significant costs and create important
public safety implications across Alberta.
Alberta RCMP Members’ unique perspective and credible views on local policing in
Alberta positions the NPF as an essential participant in communication between policy
makers, elected and administrative municipal officials, community organizations, and
Alberta RCMP officers.
Discussions on this proposal must include collaboration with municipal leaders in areas
served by the Alberta RCMP, and they must reflect the interests and desires of Albertans.
We also believe that any final decisions on the police service of choice should be
evidence-based, cost effective, and serve their needs. At a time when Alberta’s economy
is hurting, creating a new provincial police service would waste hundreds of millions of
taxpayer dollars.
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Policing in Alberta
While the Alberta RCMP provide unique policing services and serve with
dedication, RCMP officers also have deep personal, family, and social
connections to the communities they serve.
In fact, from taking part in anti-drug, anti-gang, and
anti-bullying initiatives aimed at youth, to volunteering
to coach sports teams and leading local youth
organizations, they and their families are woven into the
community fabric.
The RCMP are proud to be the police service of choice
in Alberta since 1932, and under the Provincial Police
Service Agreement, Albertans receive a combination
of the highest standard of policing and a significant
cost savings due to the federal government paying
30% of the annual cost.

Consulting Albertans
Alberta RCMP services are constantly evolving to
meet local and provincial needs. This is achieved
through consultation with communities, a
data-driven and research-led approach, and close,
integrated partnerships with provincial and municipal
governments and community organizations.
Strategies are developed collaboratively, and
initiatives are launched to address the root causes
of crime.

Role of the Government
of Alberta
The Alberta RCMP operate under significant
provincial governance and decision-making
authority. The RCMP work in partnership with the
Minister of Justice and Solicitor General to set
objectives, priorities, and goals annually, which
are then implemented by the Alberta RCMP
Commanding Officer in the form of a three-year
Strategic Business Plan.
The Province's Public Security Division monitors
progress of the Plan and works closely with the
RCMP to ensure priorities are met and policing
levels are adequate and effective.
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3,500
RCMP Members
117
RCMP detachments

Proudly
serving
albertans

800,000+
annual calls for service
300+
Municipalities served
21
First Nation communities served

History of the Alberta RCMP
1873

Canada established the North-West Mounted
Police (NWMP)

1874

NWMP marched West to establish a permanent
post in Fort Macleod, AB

1905-1916

The Royal Northwest Mounted Police contracted
to police the new province of Alberta, renamed
from the NWMP

1917

The RNMP provincial contract in AB terminated
due to wartime constraints, service limited to
federal law enforcement

1920

The RNWP becomes the Royal Canada Mounted
Police (RCMP) that we know today

1932

Due to financial hardship, Alberta reverts to the
RCMP to provide both federal and provincial
police services

1957

The headquarters building for “K” Division
(Alberta) was built in Edmonton

2012-2032

Alberta renewed its 20-year contract with
the RCMP

Today

“K” Division has 117 detachments throughout
Alberta and is the home of the RCMP’s only police
service dog training facility in Innisfail

Albertans
Support the RCMP

81%
of Albertans served by the

RCMP are satisfied with the
service they receive

78%
in rural north communities
81%
in rural central communities
87%
in rural south communities
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No mandate for
new police service
The Fair Deal Panel Review included a recommendation to replace the
RCMP with an expensive new provincial police service, even though its
own survey did not show support for replacing the RCMP.
In 2020, provincial policing costs totaled
$262.4 million, of which roughly $160 million
was paid by the federal government.
If Alberta were to replace the RCMP, Alberta
taxpayers and local communities would have
to assume this ~$160 million — the full cost of
provincial policing — plus hundreds of millions
in transition costs, which means paying more
for less police service.
On top of the incremental costs Albertans would
have to pay, all Canadian police services are
having difficulty recruiting officers. Assuming a
new provincial police service were to start from
scratch, thousands of new police officers would
need to be hired, and the departure of experienced
officers would create both staffing and public safety
challenges.

High transition
and operating costs
The City of Red Deer recently rejected the idea
of a municipal police service after a KPMG study
found it would cost taxpayers tens of millions
of dollars and take over four years to complete
the transition. The study also indicated that
annual operating costs for a municipal police
service would be significantly higher than
keeping the RCMP.
In the City of Surrey, British Columbia, transition
costs from the RCMP to a municipal service
tripled to $64 million from original estimates
and are still growing. In 2021, the City of Surrey
increased taxes, with some property owners
seeing their taxes rise by 20% and some business
owners by 50%. These growing costs are to be
borne by Surrey and province-wide taxpayers.
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Listening to Albertans
On behalf of the NPF, Pollara Strategic Insights
surveyed Albertans in October 2020 and April 2021,
weighted towards RCMP-policed communities.
Most respondents in the Fair Deal Panel public
consultation reside in either the Calgary or Edmonton
regions, with only 31% from areas predominantly
policed by the RCMP.

$119M

PROVINCIAL POLICE SERVICES

~$160 Million
Federal
Contribution
at Risk

$23.5M

FEDERAL COST SHARING

$13M

FIRST NATIONS POLICING

$11.4M

Pollara’s key findings were:

8%

support replacing the RCMP

70%

are opposed to the FDP’s
recommendation to create a provincial
police service

77%

are concerned with transition costs

92%

of Albertans want to see a detailed
accounting of costs and impacts to
service levels before any change is
considered.

Albertans have made it clear that they want a total
accounting of policing costs and associated impacts
to better understand how a transition would impact
taxes and public safety.

Albertans want transparency on this proposal
and we publicly called on the Government of
Alberta to release the findings of the $2 million
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) report they
commissioned last fall to review the considerations
and impacts of transitioning to an APPS.
A key component of the RCMP’s service delivery
model is the ability to efficiently pool resources across
provincial and municipal jurisdictions. If the RCMP was
replaced, the full cost and creation of these services
would also have to be born onto the Alberta taxpayer.
Services provided by the Alberta RCMP: The
Alberta RCMP offer many comprehensive services to
its contract partners at no direct cost. These include:
Critical Incident Program, Air Services, Emergency,
Response Teams, Police service dogs, IT, and Forensic
Identification Services.
Other services not charged to RCMP contract
partners: Recruiting, Legal services, Discipline
reviews, and Human Resources Management.

ALBERTA LAW ENFORCEMENT
RESPONSE TEAMS

PROVINCIAL POLICE SERVICES
Through the PPSA, a number of provincially funded
specialized units provide support to municipalities in
Alberta, at no direct cost to municipal contract partners.
This includes, but isn't limited to, the Operation Call
Centres, Critical Incident Program, Air Services, Alberta
Serious Incident Response Teams, Forensic Identification
Services, Police Dog Services, Information Technology,
Serious Crimes Branch, including Major Crimes, Homicides
and General Investigations, Specialized surveillance and
covert operations and Traffic Services. Services from these
specialized teams with enhanced training are provided to all
municipal partners.

FEDERAL COST SHARING
There are several internal services expenditures supporting
RCMP activities in Alberta that are not billed to contract
partners. This includes recruiting, departmental security,
harassment prevention and conflict resolution, civil
litigation, professional standards, employee management
relations and discipline reviews, totalling ~$5.5M in 2019/20.
Relocation/transfer allowances and costs, official languages
training costs, legal services and compensation settlement
claims are not charged to municipalities. Approximately
$18.0M in expenditures were incurred by municipal partners
in 2019/20, but not charged to them.

FIRST NATIONS POLICING
Alberta, in partnership with Public Safety Canada (PSC)
co-fund (PSC 52%) 21 Community Tripartite Policing
Agreements and three self-administered policing agreements.
PSC provides approximately $13 million annually and the two
parties are negotiating new multi-year agreements.

ALBERTA LAW ENFORCEMENT RESPONSE
TEAMS (ALERT)
Total cost $44.4M-fed share of 30% is $11.4M
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What we heard
In response to the PwC review, the National Police Federation
engaged extensively with many Albertans, including municipal
representatives and MLAs from across the province.
We heard loud and clear that Albertans support the
Alberta RCMP. We also heard from municipalities
that there is regular engagement with local RCMP
administration to discuss local issues and to
implement resources that enhance public safety in the
area, and that there is extensive collaboration with the
Alberta Ministry of Justice and Solicitor General.
When discussing the possibility of a transition, the
vast majority of Albertans and municipalities are
making themselves clear: they want to keep the RCMP.

Municipalities Surveyed
Current RCMP model
Keep the RCMP with improvements
Alberta Provincial police service
Undecided

10%
81%
4%
5%

Total respondents: 298
Data from a February 2021 poll AUMA and RMA held with its members during a
policing summit.

Albertans Surveyed
Current RCMP model
Keep the RCMP with improvements
Alberta Provincial police service
Undecided
Data from NPF Pollara April 2021 survey

44%
41%
8%
7%

While some Albertans have shared that they have
some concerns with policing and public safety in their
communities, they feel that the Alberta RCMP and the
GoA can continue to work together to further enhance
and strengthen services to their community to tackle
public safety priorities. Below are priority areas for
improvement that Albertans shared with us:
+ Rural crime

+ Response times

+ Justice system reform

+ Community relationships
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PRIORITY AREA

RURAL CRIME

Reducing the spread of rural crime
continues to be a priority of the Alberta
RCMP. The most effective way to tackle this
issue is through a whole-of-government
approach, comprising consultations
between the RCMP and the GoA and its
numerous municipalities, as well as changes
to the justice system.

Over the past few years, the Rural Crime Action Plan,
the Crime Reduction Strategy, RAPID-Force, and
Project Lock-Up have served to reduce rural crime
and improve the safety of citizens in rural areas.
Continued collaboration, investments, and
programming between the GoA and the Alberta
RCMP can continue to achieve higher success rates.

Actions to date
The Rural Crime Action Plan

Launched in 2018, it implements crime reduction
units, along with an improved police intelligence
force that focuses on combating high crime in rural
districts. In its first six months it showed an 11%
reduction in rural property crimes.
The Crime Reduction Strategy

Launched in 2018 and dedicated to reducing rural
crime, it hired 39 RCMP officers and 40 employees.
The Strategy provides the RCMP with the intelligence
needed to recognize repeat offenders so that crime
prevention programs can be implemented. The
Strategy has achieved a 10% decrease in crime
rates for rural detachments and 6% for municipal
detachments to date.

Project Lock-up

Implemented in 2019, it aims to address rural
property crimes by having RCMP Community
Engagement and Outreach Specialists work with
crime victims. These efforts obtained a 55.4%
decrease in repeated property crimes, a 17%
decrease in Break & Enters, and a 19% decrease in
Motor Vehicles Theft. The success of this program is
reflected in 14,230 fewer Property Crimes reported
in rural areas in 2020.
The Rural Alberta Provincial Integrated Defence
Force (RAPID-Force)
Created in 2019, it allows for peace officers to work
alongside Alberta RCMP officers and assists them
in solving rural crime cases. The GoA supported
the Alberta RCMP in hiring 76 officers and 57 public
service positions to increase police service levels.
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PRIORITY AREA

Response Times

The response time of RCMP officers,
particularly in rural communities, has
significantly improved in recent years as a
result of the increased implementation of
services funded by the GoA. These services
help officers work more efficiently and
allow them to prioritize their responsibilities
to get to crime scenes faster.
Alberta RCMP continue to improve response time
to better address communities needs. All these
improvements were only possible due to efficiencies
that were put in place by the Alberta RCMP in
partnership and collaboration with the GoA and
municipalities.
The GoA needs to continue to work with the Alberta
RCMP to further improve and enhance efficiencies in
response times. This can be done with further funding,
programing, collaboration, and studies to address
response times and targeted high crime areas.

Actions to date
Call Back Unit

Launched in 2018, it triages incoming
emergent calls to RCMP officers and
manages non-emergency calls separately.
The Unit was able to divert 3,853 calls,
saving 9,390 hours. This has improved
officer’s response time, allowing for more
officer availability to patrol communities.
The Police Reporting and Occurrence
System (PROS) Data Centre

Implemented in 2018, it reduces the time
it takes officers to perform data entry from
approximately 30 minutes down to about
3.5 minutes. This increased efficiency has
saved officers more than 375 hours of data
entry, which instead went towards both
patrolling communities and participating
in investigations.
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PRIORITY AREA

Justice System Reform

Albertans have expressed concern with
the “revolving door” of the Alberta justice
system. That revolving door not only
enables repeat offenders to walk free
repeatedly after being arrested, it creates
public safety concerns for communities,
generates overall frustration, and increases
the workload of police officers.
It is the responsibility of the GoA to work with justice
system partners to ensure that Albertans feel safe in
their communities and to implement strategies and
policies to improve the current system.
Albertans and their elected municipal leadership are
extremely concerned that a transition to a provincial
police service would divert much-needed funding
from enhancing Alberta’s criminal justice system to
fund an expensive new police service and operations.
Albertans deserve a justice system that is well
resourced, and timely. The GoA needs to further
enhance the justice system by:
+ Addressing court backlogs that create long delays
for trials, with many cases simply not prosecuted
due to time expirations.
+ Reforming bail hearings so that people with local
expertise are present to inform judicial decisions.

Although Alberta RCMP officers do an excellent job
apprehending offenders, inefficiencies of the justice
system create opportunities for non-violent criminals
to reoffend quickly, causing Albertans to question the
effectiveness of the current system.

Actions to date
Increased Crown prosecutors and support
staff to enhance the functionality of the
criminal justice system.
Alberta is co-leading a new pan-Canadian
Working Group on Rural Crime. This
working group is examining potential
criminal law reform to deter the targeting
of vulnerable rural communities, ensure
enhanced police response times and
other enforcement initiatives.
Expanded drug treatment courts, which
have proven to be an effective tool in
getting offenders to break the cycle of
addiction-related crime. Recent reports
found that on average 70% of program
graduates have had no new criminal
convictions.

+ Speeding up trials by prioritizing violent crimes
over non-violent ones.

+ Hiring more Crown Prosecutors and appointing
more court judges.
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PRIORITY AREA

Community
Relationships

The Alberta RCMP maintains strong
relationships in and with the communities
they serve — in fact, RCMP officers often
have deep personal, family, and social
connections to communities.
RCMP participation in local programs creates a
sense of community safety and well-being and some
examples include Crime Stoppers, Centre for Youth
Crime Prevention, Rural Crime Watch, and Safely
Home Program. Through Community Advisory
Committees, volunteer members representing varied
community groups meet with local RCMP Members
to discuss and form strategies to address public
safety issues.
These priorities and relationships can be further
solidified through policing committees and police
advisory committees. These committees are already
regulated under the Alberta Police Act and are tools
to engage the police services and the communities
they serve. While these two types of committees
function slightly differently, they both serve as ways
to connect local Alberta RCMP services to municipal
governments.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The GoA can strengthen both the policing
committees and the police advisory
committees through the following actions:
Make these committees mandatory across
the province so that every community is
involved in the oversight of its local
police services.
Provide resources for these committees
to operate effectively and enhance the
selection and training of committee
members.
In the case of police advisory committees,
explore the expanded use of regional
advisory committees for smaller
communities to ensure proper resourcing
for oversight, without downloading
the costs of these committees to
municipalities.

If the GoA is interested in developing stronger
relationships between the Alberta RCMP and
the communities they serve, strengthening these
committees would be a first step.
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KEEPALBERTARCMP.CA
facebook.com/KeepAlbertaRCMP
keepalbertarcmp@npf-fpn.com

